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For example, we can find the device characteristics (i.e., resolution and frame rate) of some videos posted on the official
YouTube channel of the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR): $ python3 -c 'import pydub; audio =

pydub.read("D:\ carsound\\sig0.mp3")' $ python3 Python 3.5.2 (default, Oct 16 2018, 20:06:32) [MSC v.1900 32 bit (Intel)] on
win32. >>> print(audio) >>> print(audio.stream.frame_rate) 44100 >>> print(audio.stream.rate) 44100 >>>

print(audio.stream.width) 1920 >>> print(audio.stream.duration) [1 seconds] For binary data, we can use the list methods count,
most_common, and sum to count the number of occurrences of a string of bytes: $ python3 -c 'import os; data = open("D:\
carsound\\sig0.mp3", "rb").read()' $ python3 Python 3.5.2 (default, Oct 16 2018, 20:06:32) [MSC v.1900 32 bit (Intel)] on

win32 >>> print(data.count("B4")) 2 >>> print(data.count("B3")) 1 >>> print(data.count("B2")) 0 >>> print(data.count("B1"))
0 >>> print(data.count("0F")) 0 We can also take advantage of the fact that bytes are equivalent to integers and view a binary

file as an integer file: $ python3 Python 3.5.2 (default, Oct 16 2018, 20:06:32) [MSC v.1900 32 bit (Intel)] on win32 >>>
import sys >>> data = open("D:\ carsound\\sig0.mp3", "rb") >>> for i in data: ... sys.stdout.write(chr(i)) ... 0000 0001 0010

0001 0011 0011 Once the audio file is read, we can
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